
Advisor 's report on the PhD thesis of Mgr. Marie Turčičová 
  
Covariance estimation for filtering in high dimension  
  
The doctoral study of Mgr. Marie Turčičová started in 2013. Until 2016, her advisor  was RNDr. Kryštof 
Eben, CSc., who then transitioned into the role of a consultant. Mgr. Marie Turčičová spent three 5-
weeks visits at the University of Colorado Denver in the years 2015, 2016 and 2017.  
  
The dissertation begins with an overview of the motivation of estimates of the covariance of random 
fields and of models for its regularization (Chapters 1 and 2 ). The starting point of the doctoral research 
was study of diagonal model of the covariance matrix (especially after a spectral transformation ) as 
a regularization technique for small ensembles in data assimilation methods. She made the original 
observation that restricting the model further, such as by assuming a specific parametric model for the 
diagonal entries, leads to a decrease of the sampling error. Further development of this observation led 
to proofs for hierarchical estimates in Chapter 3, which present a new contribution to the theory of 
maximum likelihood estimation. These results were obtained while visiting at the University of Colorado 
Denver, and they were presented in several conference papers and referred article in Communications 
in Statistics.  Chapter 4 contains new results for simultaneous estimation of the mean and covariance by 
score matching, which includes continuity of the estimate with respect to random perturbation, and an 
explicit, computationally efficient closed-form solution for Gauss-Markov random fields.   In Chapter 5, 
Mgr. Turčičová generalized her theory of hierarchical maximum likelihood estimates to M-estimators, 
which include score matching.  Chapter 6 contains an overview of the ensemble Kalman filter, and 
Chapter 7 several new variants of the ensemble Kalman filter with linear covariance estimation by score 
matching, development of efficient algorithms, and theoretical justification.  A paper with the results in 
Chapters 4 and 7 should be submitted before the defense.  
  
The thesis contains a number of original results. Their quality is also demonstrated by the fact that her 
paper was published in Communications in Statistics, which is indexed by the Web of Science and thus 
has an Impact Factor. 
 
During her PhD study, Mgr. Turčičová participated in a number of domestic and international 
conferences. She received the award for the best PhD student presentation in 2019 for her presentation 
“Covariance modelling for ensemble filtering algorithms in high dimension" at the Czech National Group 
of the International Society for Clinical Biostatistics.  
 
Mgr. Turčičová works independently and creatively and brought the original ideas into her joint work 
with dr. Eben and myself.  
 
I recommend the submitted thesis by Mgr. Turčičová to be accepted towards her PhD degree.    
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